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Here you can find the menu of Cu Cha in Kuala Lumpur. At the moment, there are 15 menus and drinks on the
menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Jane Raffioddin likes about Cu Cha:

Superd service. Best char kway teow, Hokkien Mee, and Chicken Wings. Really took effort in the cooking and
they really use good quality ingredients to cook! Even the chrysanthemum is so nice, barley is nice, cheng

teng… is heavenly good!!!!!! Unlike the neighbouring stalls that I tried before… this is one the best we have tried
so far….. luckily we decided to choose this stall….and somemore got super cold aircon area... read more. What

Jane Raffioddin doesn't like about Cu Cha:
See the price.... I think is is expensive. I am crab lover and my hubby cooked very well crab so they actually
short change us. They promise to give 500g crab, when served.... what a joke! It is about 400g. Crab taste
alright, freshness (7/10 rating). Other side dishes like veggie... taste like home cook veggie. Fried meat ball
tomato, is taste normal. So so only. Very aggressive staff. read more. In Cu Cha from Kuala Lumpur, expect

versatile, scrumptious Chinese cuisine that's authentically cooked in a wok, and you can look forward to the
tasty typical seafood cuisine. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Cu Cha. Anyone who finds

the normal and generally known dishes too ordinary should approach with a willingness to experiment and try
some exciting combination of ingredients consume, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian menus.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Appet�er�
SATAY

Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Mai� course�
CRAB

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

�ngerfoo�
CALAMARES

Ho� drink�
TEA

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

SEAFOOD

MEAT

TOMATE
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